
 
 
 
 
Over the last few weeks I have worked on grading evaluations and reviews for 
Beginner level students through to Advanced practitioners with over 10 years 
experience. I would like to share some observations and guidelines that will 
help all Tai Chi practitioners, and especially beginners, to advance their Tai 
Chi. 
 
Read through this article a couple of times and focus on one of the 5 key 
areas next time you’re practising Tai Chi. Slowly begin to combine more ideas 
and principles to your practise as you begin to recognise and feel the 
improvements to your practise. 
 
 
Here are 5 key areas to focus on for better Tai Chi: 
 
1) Basic shape and choreography of each posture within a form 
 
‘Practicing Tai Chi is so simple and so powerful. You cannot do it wrong. You 
can only do it well, better, or best’ 
 
One of the barriers to learning Tai Chi is the attitude ‘I must get this right 
NOW’ and trying to rush through the form. Beginners often view Tai Chi as 
being something relatively easy to learn due to it's soft and slow initial 
appearance. My advice is to take your time and enjoy the process of change 
that occurs through practise. Spend time on each posture within a form before 
looking to link the movements together and flowing the form through. For 
example use the commencement/first form of Tai Chi to develop a clear 
understanding of the 4 primary energies of Tai Chi: 
 

- Peng (expansive, rising, opening) 
- Ji (Press forward, lengthen out, project) 
- Lu (Absorb, soften, rollback) 
- An (Push down, compress, stabilise) 

 
The additional points listed below will help you look deeper into each posture 
before trying to link or flow the movements through. Circularity and flow take 
time; it's best to work on shape first and be clear about each of the key 
principles first. 
 



Approaching new forms with a relaxed curiosity will help to relax the mind. 
Try to incorporate the mind, body and energetic practices of Tai Chi into all 
aspects of your life. In addition to regular practice sessions, be creative and 
find ways to embody these principles in your daily life: waiting in line at the 
bank, working on a computer, having a conversation, interacting with others, 
etc. My experience is that this intent and curiosity makes practicing Tai Chi, 
Qigong and meditation much more real, engaging and fun to do. 
 
 
2) Posture alignment  
 
‘Small & gradual postural improvements have positive impacts on your 
general physical, emotional & mental health.’  
 
Starting with a natural standing posture, begin to feel your energy sink through 
your body as you improve the shape of your posture. The preparation form 
contains the keys to good posture, which can be imported into the practise of 
any Tai Chi form you practise. Allowing your knees to bend a little and letting 
your weight sink down through the backs of your knees into your heels and 
centre of your foot starts a chain reaction for other parts of your body to sink, 
rise and elongate. Allow your hips to sink and relax gently. You will find this 
helps your shoulders sink too. Gently lift the crown of your head and feel your 
spine begin to lift and elongate, releasing pressure from the lower spine and 
opening your torso for improved breathing. With your spine and crown raised 
try to get a sense of energy dropping down through your chest as it sinks 
down towards your belly. 
  
These important points are best established whilst standing naturally then 
taken into Tai Chi basics before working into the form. Standing practises will 
help you establish a strong foundation and root with the earth.  
 
A key formula in Tai Chi & Qigong practises is to: 
 

- Relax your mind 
- Sink your energy down  
- Open, stretch and lengthen out from your body.  

 
 

3) Relax your breathing 
  
‘Tai Chi is a way of being - Being soft, yet strong. 
Tai Chi is a way of breathing - Breathing deeply, yet calmly. 
Tai Chi is a way of standing - Alert, yet relaxed.’ 
 
Your breathing will begin to relax and become softer and deeper as you 
improve your posture and relax your mind & body. The aim is to soften and 
lengthen each breath as you practise the form. Avoid trying to co-ordinate the 
breathing with arm movements away from or towards your body in the early 



stages of practise. This will add tension as you move away from your natural 
breathing process. Allow the gentle rounding of your body and sinking of 
tension to create an environment conducive to better breathing.  
 
You will learn specific Qigong exercises that will help you improve your 
breathing without having to work through complex Tai Chi forms and 
exercises. These exercises will help you use your diaphragm more effectively 
and breathe into your internal organs. Specific exercises improve your ability 
to breathe into the front, sides and back of your body. 
 
4) Co-ordinating the hips with the shoulders, knees with elbows and feet 
with hands 
 
‘Move the body in harmony and the mind will follow.’ 
 
In Tai Chi we are initially concerned with the alignment of the hips and 
shoulders. These two pairings of joints establish your core structural 
alignment that will influence the co-ordination and function of the knees, 
elbows, feet and hands. Co-ordination or harmonising requires the body to 
move in unison whilst maintaining good posture. Learn to align your shoulders 
over your hips whilst you practise, ensure your hip joint and armpits remain 
open and don't collapse whilst you practise. Moving and turning your whole 
torso like a cylinder will help you maintain a strong posture.  
 
People who have tight shoulders that can cause tension in the neck and 
shallow breathing find the link between hips and shoulders important as the 
more you learn to sink and relax your hips the shoulders naturally follow. As 
you bend your knees to sink down, your elbows also bend and pull towards 
your body. Keeping your elbows down helps to relax the upper body and 
connect the arms with the spine. Our feet and hands work closely together. As 
you turn your foot you will find the hand points in the direction of the foot. The 
feet and hands include the ankles and wrists. 
 
5) Bending and stretching the 5 bows (arms, legs and spine) 
 
‘Bend the bow to shoot the arrow.’ 
 
Bending and stretching the 5 bows builds on the previous key principle. 
Exercises such as the kwa squat and circling hands provide the beginner with 
an excellent foundation to explore bending and stretching. Bending and 
stretching helps to move fluids such as blood and synovial fluid through the 
openings in the joints. The opening and closing of the joints creates space 
and greatly benefits mobility, flexibility and ability to move energy through the 
body. Bending and stretching acts to non-forcefully pull the muscles and 
connective tissue of the body apart which will tone and strengthen your body 
without strain or stress. Your ability to bend and stretch the body within a Tai 
Chi form will help to slow your form down as you begin to lengthen away from 
the spine and lower dantein then lengthen back into the body. The process of 



lengthening will allow your mind to relax more as the nervous system begins 
to release stress and tension.  
 
The process of bending the bow to shoot the arrow helps us to understand 
that bending helps to bring energy into the core in preparation for releasing. 
The bending phase acts to store energy for a moment before opening up to 
release or “shoot the arrow”. Activating the spine in this way helps to bring 
energy up to the brain and can clear blockages within the spine and neck. 
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